
Rising 11th Grade Summer Reading 

 

Choose ONE: 

 

 

Dana, Charles Henry. Two Years Before the Mast, ISBN 0451531256 

 This book is also available as an audiobook: Two Years Before the Mast by Richard Henry 

Dana | Audiobook 

 

 “Tracing an awe-inspiring oceanic route from Boston, around Cape Horn, to the California 

coast, Two Years Before the Mast is both a riveting story of adventure and the most eloquent, 

insightful account we have of life at sea in the early nineteenth century. Richard Henry Dana is only 

nineteen when he abandons the patrician world of Boston and Harvard for an arduous voyage 

among real sailors, amid genuine danger. The result is an astonishing read, replete with vivid 

descriptions of storms, whales, and the ship's mad captain, terrible hardship and magical beauty, 

and fascinating historical detail, including an intriguing portrait of California before the gold rush.” 

 

Hahn, Emily. No Hurry to Get Home: A Memoir, ISBN: 158005045X 

 

Emily Hahn was a woman ahead of her time, graced with a sense of adventure and a gift for 

living. Born in St. Louis in 1905, she crashed the all-male precincts of the University of Wisconsin 

geology department as an undergraduate, drove across the country in a Model-T Ford, traveled 

alone to the Belgian Congo at age 25 to work for the Red Cross, lived in Japanese-occupied 

Shanghai, China, and finally returned to New York to live and write in Greenwich Village. In this 

memoir, first published as essays in The New Yorker, Hahn writes vividly and amusingly about the 

people and places she came to know and love -- with an eye for the curious and a heart for the 

exotic.

https://www.audible.com/pd/Two-Years-Before-the-Mast-Audiobook/B078JN82CF
https://www.audible.com/pd/Two-Years-Before-the-Mast-Audiobook/B078JN82CF


Summer Reading Think-Tac-Toe 

Due Monday, August 23, 2021 

100 points 

Everyone will complete the top center box (book review).  Then, you should choose one other box to complete.  Please have both items ready by 

the beginning of class on Monday, August 23.  

 

My advice: enjoy your summer.  Read the book in mid-August, so that it will be fresher in your mind when you return to school.  Either way, be 

sure to annotate as you read, as we will be discussing these texts on our first full day of class. Further details and rubrics are on the following pages. 

 

Using a program like Tiki-Toki (this is NOT TikTok), create 
a timeline for key dates and events in the book.  You should 
include at least 8-10 events with brief descriptions, visuals, 
quotes, and dates. 

Honors: Book Review (see next pages for details)  
Non-Honors: Book Report (you may choose the book 

review option for extra credit: see next pages for 
details) 

50 points 
 

Review: 
●  Essay must be at least 500-750 words and 

double-spaced 
●  Clear introduction, summary, critique, and 

conclusion 
●  Use 1-inch margins on all sides and a standard 

12-pt. font. 
●  Use MLA in-text citations when you quote from 

the source.  
●  Follow standard academic conventions (e.g., 

avoid spelling and grammatical errors). 
Report: 

●  Essay must be 250-500 words, double-spaced 
●  Use 1- inch margins on all sides and standard 

12-pt. Font 
●  Use MLA in-text citations when you quote from 

the source 
●  Follow standard academic conventions 

Produce a comic strip on legal sized paper. You need to 
include important characters, dialogue (both quoted from 
the book and your own!) and an accurate setting drawn 
into the strip itself.The top of your paper must include the 
title and author of your book in artistic and colorful letters, 
as well as the words “reimagined by (your name).” Choose 
an important scene from the book. Think of at least nine to 
twelve images or character exchanges that will illustrate 
each scene. Draw and color one image in each comic strip 
frame. Add speech bubbles to show conversation, and add 
narration captions at the top or bottom as needed. Write 
one paragraph that includes an explanation of why this 
scene is important to the book and why you selected it. 

“Bookmark this tab.” Find 10 web sites the author of the 
memoir would most frequently visit, if the internet existed 
when they were alive. Include a short paragraph(5-7 
sentences) for EACH site describing why the author would 
place the site in his/her bookmarks bar. Use direct quotes 
from the book if applicable. 

Find several songs (at least 6) that you think reflect scenes 
from the book. Prepare an audio collage/playlist using 
Spotify or other music app . Write an exhibit card 
summarizing each scene, and for each song that helps your 
listener understand how you think these songs illustrate 
the scenes that you chose. Use direct quotes from both the 
book AND the song lyrics (if applicable). 

Using a program like National Geographic Mapmaker, 
create a map of the protagonist’s journeys. Use markers, 
lines, and shapes to guide your viewer, and add text, direct 
quotes from the book, and images to enhance the 
experience.  

https://www.tiki-toki.com/
https://mapmaker.nationalgeographic.org/


Writing a Book Review (Honors) 

Adapted from Purdue’s OWL and the UNC-Chapel Hill Writing Center 

 

Book reviews typically offer a brief description of the text’s key points and often provide a short 

appraisal of the strengths and weaknesses of the work. 

 

First, a review gives the reader a concise summary of the content. This includes a relevant 

description of the topic as well as its overall perspective, argument, or purpose. 

Second, and more importantly, a review offers a critical assessment of the content. This involves 

your reactions to the work under review: what strikes you as noteworthy, whether or not it was 

effective or persuasive, and how it enhanced your understanding of the issues at hand. 

 

Reviewing can be a daunting task. Someone has asked for your opinion about something that you 

may feel unqualified to evaluate. Who are you to criticize Toni Morrison’s new book if you’ve never 

written a novel yourself, much less won a Nobel Prize? The point is that someone wants to know 

what you think about a particular work. You may not be (or feel like) an expert, but you need to 

pretend to be one for your particular audience. Nobody expects you to be the intellectual equal of 

the work’s creator, but your careful observations can provide you with the raw material to make 

reasoned judgments. Tactfully voicing agreement and disagreement, praise and criticism, is a 

valuable, challenging skill, and like many forms of writing, reviews require you to provide concrete 

evidence for your assertions. 

 

BEFORE YOU READ 

Before you begin to read, consider the elements you will need to include in your review. Don’t feel 

obligated to address each of the questions; some will be more relevant than others to the book in 

question. 

Author: Who is the author? What else has s/he written? Has this author won any awards? 

Nationality, political persuasion, training, intellectual interests, personal history, and historical 

context may provide crucial details about how a work takes shape. Does it matter, for example, that 

the biographer was the subject’s best friend? What difference would it make if the author 

participated in the events she writes about? 

Genre: What type of book is this: fiction, nonfiction, romance, poetry, youth fiction, etc.? 

Who is the intended audience for this work? What is the purpose of the work? 

Title: Where does the title fit in? How is it applied in the work? Does it adequately 

encapsulate the message of the text? Is it interesting? Uninteresting? 

 

AS YOU READ 

As you read, determine how you will structure the summary portion or background structure of 

your review. Be ready to take notes on the book’s key points, characters, and/or themes. 

Characters: Who are the principal characters? How do they affect the story? Do you 

empathize with them? 



Themes/Motifs/Style: What themes or motifs stand out? How do they contribute to the 

work? Are they effective or not? How would you describe this author’s particular style? Is it 

accessible to all readers or just some? 

Key Ideas: What is the main idea of the work? What makes it good, different, or 

groundbreaking? 

Quotes: What quotes stand out? How can you demonstrate the author’s talent or the feel of 

the book through a quote? 

Your reaction: To understand your own reaction to the book, you need to read it carefully 

and critically. As a critical reader, you are not passive; you should ask questions of the book and 

note reactions as you read. Your book review then discusses those questions and reactions. Critical" 

does not mean negative. If a book is well written and presents original ideas, say so. A good book 

review does not have to be negative; it does have to be fair and analytical. 

 

 

WHEN YOU ARE READY TO WRITE 

Introduction 

Since most reviews are brief, many writers begin with a catchy quip or anecdote that succinctly 

delivers their argument. But you can introduce your review differently depending on the argument 

and audience. In general, you should include: 

The name of the author and the book title and the main theme. 

Relevant details about who the author is and where he/she stands in the genre. You 

could also link the title to the subject to show how the title explains the subject matter. 

The context of the book and/or your review. Placing your review in a framework that 

makes sense to your audience alerts readers to your “take” on the book.  

The thesis of the book. If you are reviewing fiction, this may be difficult since novels, plays, 

and short stories rarely have explicit arguments. But identifying the book’s particular novelty, angle, 

or originality allows you to show what specific contribution the piece is trying to make. 

 

Summary of content 

This should be brief, as analysis takes priority. In the course of making your assessment, you’ll 

hopefully be backing up your assertions with concrete evidence from the book, so some summary 

will be dispersed throughout the review’s evaluation. 

Establish a background, remember your audience. Be sure to introduce characters and 

principles carefully and deliberately. What kind of summary can you provide of the main points or 

main characters that will help your readers gauge their interest? Does the author’s text adequately 

reach the intended audience? Will some readers be lost or find the text too easy? 

Major principles/characters/scenes. Deal only with the most pressing issues in the book. 

You will not be able to cover every character or idea. What principles/characters did you agree or 

disagree with? What other things might the author have researched or considered? 

 

Evaluation 

Choose one or a few points to discuss about the book. What worked well for you? How 

does this work compare with others by the same author or other books in the same genre? What 



major themes, motifs, or terms does the book introduce, and how effective are they? Did the book 

appeal to you in an emotional or logical way? 

What do you like or dislike about the author’s writing style? That is, do you like the way 

the author uses words? 

Use concrete examples to back up your points, such as describing a scene that really 

moved you or using a couple of short quotes from the book. 

Don’t forget to include your opinion of the book, whether you liked or disliked it-- and WHY. 

 

Conclusion 

Conclude with a final evaluation of the book. You might discuss who would find this book 

useful and why. 

 

A great place to get inspiration is to read other reviews.  Try The New York Times Book Review 

section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/section/books/review
https://www.nytimes.com/section/books/review


Writing a Book Report (Non-Honors)  

Adapted from Purdue’s OWL and the UNC-Chapel Hill Writing Center 

 

Book reports are informative reports that discuss a book. They are similar to book reviews but 

focus more on a summary than an evaluation of the work. Book reports commonly describe what 

happens in a work; their focus is primarily on giving an account of the major plot, characters, thesis, 

and/or main idea of the work. 

 

BEFORE YOU READ 

Before you begin to read, consider what types of things you will need to write your book report. 

First, you will need to get some basic information from the book: 

 

Author 

Title 

Publisher location, name of publisher, year published 

Number of Pages 

You can either begin your report with some sort of citation, or you can incorporate some of 

these items into the report itself. 

 

Next, try to answer the following questions to get you started thinking about the book: 

 

Author: Who is the author? Have you read any other works by this author? 

Genre: What type of book is this: fiction, nonfiction, biography, etc.? What types of people 

would like to read this kind of book? Do you typically read these kinds of books? Do you like them? 

Title: What does the title do for you? Does it spark your interest? Does it fit well with the 

text of the book? 

Pictures/Book Jacket/Cover/Printing: What does the book jacket or book cover say? Is it 

accurate? Were you excited to read this book because of it? Are there pictures? What kinds are 

there? Are they interesting? 

 

AS YOU READ 

While reading a work of fiction, keep track of the major characters. You can also do the same with 

this memoir.  When reading nonfiction works, also look for the main ideas and be ready to talk 

about them. 

  

Main Ideas: What is the main idea of the book? What happens? What did you learn that you 

did not know before? 

Quotes: What parts did you like best? Are there parts that you could quote to make your 

report more enjoyable? 

 

WHEN YOU ARE READY TO WRITE 



Announce the book and author. Then, summarize what you have learned from the book. Explain 

what happens in the book, and discuss the elements you liked, did not like, would have changed, or 

if you would recommend this book to others and why. Consider the following items as well: 

 

Principles/characters: What elements did you like best? Which characters did you like 

best and why? How does the author unfold the story or the main idea of the book? 

Organize: Make sure that most of your paper summarizes the work. Then you may analyze 

the characters or themes of the work. 

Your Evaluation: Choose one or a few points to discuss about the book. What worked well 

for you? How does this work compare with others by the same author or other books in the same 

genre? What major themes, motifs, or terms does the book introduce, and how effective are they? 

Did the book appeal to you in an emotional or logical way? 

Recommend: Would you recommend this book to others? Why? What would you tell them 

before they read it? What would you talk about after you read it? 

 

REVISING/FINAL COPY 

Do a quick double check of your paper: 

 

Double-check the spelling of the author name(s), character names, special terms, and publisher. 

Check the punctuation and grammar slowly. 

Make sure you provide enough summary so that your reader or instructor can tell you read the 

book. 

Consider adding some interesting quotes from the reading.



Summer Assignment Rubric: Project 

 

Name:         Date:    Per.: 

 

 4 3 2 1 

Following 
Directions 

 
10 points 

These well-focused and 
persuasive projects 
address the prompt 
directly and in a 
convincing manner. An 
assignment scored a 4 
demonstrates exceptional 
insight and creative 
adherence to the prompt 

These projects comprehend the 
task set forth by the prompt and 
respond to it directly. The 3 is in 
many ways a thinner version of 
the 4 in terms of the presentation 
format and/or supporting details, 
but it is still impressive, cogent, 
convincing.  

Required aspects of the project may have been 
left out but some comprehension of the 
requirements are clear.. The 2 oversimplifies the 
requirements while attempting to attend to 
some of the aspects.   

These projects often demonstrate significant 
sustained misunderstandings, and provide little 
or no analysis.  

Final 
Product 

 
20 points 

Excellent organization, 
content, insight, mastery 
of mechanics, and a strong 
understanding of the 
essential components of 
an effective project 

Clear organization, content, 
insight, mastery of mechanics, and 
an understanding of the essential 
components of an effective project 

These projects may be plausible, but the result is 
basic rather than thorough. Product may be 
partial or incomplete. 

Demonstrate serious weakness in content and 
coherence and/or syntax and mechanics. Often, 
they are unacceptably incomplete especially for 
the class time given. 

Book 
connection 

 
10 pointa 

 

Book topics, literary 
devices and/or 
techniques are not merely 
listed, but the effect of 
those topics, devices 
and/or techniques is 
addressed in the context 
of the project as a whole.  

These projects demonstrate an 
adherence to the task, but deviate 
from course on occasion. The 
product is sound, but may contain 
a few errors in completion or 
connection to class which may 
distract but do not obscure 
meaning 

Projects scored a 2 may be overly simplistic, or 
rely almost exclusively on paraphrase rather 
than specific, textual examples.  

Projects scored a 1 show very little connection 
to the book..  Any connection is unclear.   

Descriptors 
that come 
to mind: 
5 points 

Insightful, sophisticated, 
complex, specific, 
consistent, and well-
supported.  
 

Demonstrates a clear 
understanding, less precise, less 
well supported, put-together, or 
creative than the 4.  

Superficial, vague, and mechanical. The product 
is simplistic and the insight is limited or lacking. 

Incomplete, oversimplified, meager, and 
insufficient. 

Reflection 
 

5 points 

Student completed the 
reflection thoroughly and 
thoughtfully explicitly 
connecting the ideas of 
the project to the book.  

Student completed the reflection 
explicitly connecting the ideas of 
the project to the book. 

Student in-part completed the reflection 
somewhat connecting the ideas of the project to 
the book. 

Student did not complete the reflection in any 
way.   

Summer Project Rubric: Review 



 
        4             3                                  2      1                        SCORE 
 

SUMMARY 
                Summary consists of a discussion      Summary consists of a discussion       Summary consists of a discussion of       Summary is mostly an outline of 

  of major themes, ideas, and      of major themes, ideas, and      major themes, ideas and characters        the book and does not discuss 

10 pts  characters providing at least                    providing at least 3             providing at least 2 excerpts from the    themes or major ideas of the work. 
  excerpts from the work. It combines      excerpts from the work. It combines   work. It combines ideas from the             There may be one direct quote 
  ideas from the book into new      ideas from the book into new       book into new sentences using your        "thrown in" for effect. 
  sentences using your own words.     sentences using your own words.      own words.      
 

CRITIQUE Critique consists of thoughts,     Critique consists of thoughts,        Critique consists of thoughts,          Critique consists of a basic opinion 
  responses and reactions.          responses and reactions.            responses and reactions.                         based on personal feeling of "I 
  The student reviewer reacts to the      The student reviewer may discuss       The student may discuss only           liked it" or "I hated it" and is not 
  themes, the author's aims or intent,      only two aspects, for example,       one aspect such as                          considered a critique because it 

10 pts  the subject of the book, how well it is     themes and writer's style. There is no themes. This review just states, 'Well,     does not focus on themes, author's 
  written and overall success or failure     thorough review of various aspects.     I liked it." or 'Well, I hated it." It lacks a    intent, or writer's style. 
  of the book.              critical eye.      
 

ORGANIZATION Structure of the paper flows and is     Structure of the paper flows and is      Structure of the paper does NOT follow    Structure of the paper does NOT 
  easily read because of smooth     easily read, but 1 or 2 transitions may    a logical order. The writing or ideas follow a logical order. There are no 
  transitions from paragraph to      be faulty or missing. There is some        may "jump" around; it is not cohesive.      transitional phrases that make it 

8 pts  paragraph. The sequence of topics is      illogical order in sequence of topics      there is not a clear introduction,             easy to read the paper...OR... 
  in logical order. There is a clear cut      There is a clear cut introduction, body  or conclusion.               review is just a copying of 
  introduction, body, and conclusion.     and conclusion.                   the original book.   
 

MECHANICS  Uses complete sentences and a      Uses complete sentences and a      There are 1-2 incomplete sentences There are more than 2 incomplete 
  variety of sentence types.       variety of sentence types.      or fragments. There are also run-on sentences or fragments. There 

  5 pts                   sentences.                are more than 2 run-ons.         
 

SPELLING 0-2 spelling errors               3-5 spelling errors                 6-8 spelling errors              Over 9 spelling errors   

  5 pts   
 

FORMAT 0-2 formatting errors      3-5 formatting errors      6-8 formatting errors         Over 9 formatting errors 

 2 pts    

 
 


